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ĐỀ SỐ 1

Question I. Find the word which has different sound in the part underlined.

1. A. wanted B. washed C. worked D. stopped

2. A. goes B. watches C. misses D. brushes

3. A. come B. mother C. open D. some

4. A. mention B. question C. action D. education

5. A. who B. when C. where D. what

Question II. Find the word which has different stress pattern from the others.

1.A. person B. father C. teacher D. enjoy

2. A. prefer B. enjoy C. mother D. agree

3.A. doctor B. father C. picture D. fancy

4.A. pollution B. visit C. listen D. open

5.A. depend B. advise C. affect D. listen

Question III. Choose the best answer. (A,B, C or D )

1. I like ______________ back my home village on holiday.

A. comes B. come C. came D. coming

2. If the factory ________________ dumping poison into the lake, all the fish and other

aquatic animals will die.

A. continues B. to continue C. continued D. will continue

3.Water ________________ in the lake has made the fish die.



A. pollution B. pollute C. polluted D. polluting

4. Mi and Nick like ______________ back Mi’s home village on holiday.

A. comes B. come C. came D. coming

5. If the factory continues dumping poison into the lake, all the fish and other aquatic

animals ________________.

A. die B. to die C. dead D. will die

6. Water pollution is the ________________ in the lake has made the fish die.

A. contaminating B. contaminate C. contaminated D. contamination

7. If we ______________ water carefully, more people will have fresh water.

A. will use B. would use C. using D. use

8. If the factory continues dumping poison ________________ the lake, all the fish and

other aquatic animals will die.

A. into B. to C. about D. in

Question IV Read the passage and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D.

Environmental pollution is a term that (1)______ to all the ways by which man pollutes

his surroundings. Man dirties the air with (2)______ gases and smoke, (3)_____ the water

with chemicals and other substances, and damages the (4)_____ with too many fertilizers

and pesticides. Man also pollutes his surroundings (5)_____ various other ways. For

example, people ruin natural beauty by (6)_____ junk and litter on the land and in the water.

Environmental pollution is one of the most serious problems facing mankind today. Air,

water and soil are necessary to the (7)_____ of all living things. Badly polluted air can

cause illness, and (8)_____ death. Polluted water kills fish and other (9)_____ life. Pollution

of soil reduces the amount of land that is available for growing food. Environmental

pollution also brings ugliness to man’s (10)_____ beautiful world.



1. A. means B. refers C. provides D. reduces

2. A. thick B. natural C. exhaust D. influent

3. A. purifies B. pumps C. sprays D. poisons

4. A. soil B. forests C. streets D. beaches

5. A. on B. in C. by D. with

6. A. spoiling B. leaving C. scattering D. gathering

7. A. survival B. environment C. development D. growth

8. A. so B. ever C. too D. even

9. A. animal B. marine C. human D. plant

10. A. nature B. natural C. naturally D. natured

Question V. Combine the sentences in each pair into a new sentence that shows a

cause/effect relationship. Use the words in brackets.

1.Many rivers and lakes are poisoned. Factories produce waste and pour it into rivers and

lakes. (because)

___________________________________________________________________

2. The environment is polluted. Birds leave their habitats and plants die. (make)

___________________________________________________________________

3. Plastic bags are a major source of waste. We should not throw plastic bags everywhere.

(so).

___________________________________________________________________

4. The food is contaminated. People’s health is poor. (results in)

___________________________________________________________________



5. Factories release fumes. The air breathe gets polluted. (due to)

___________________________________________________________________

ĐỀ SỐ 2

Question I. Find the word which has different sound in the part underlined.

1.A. sun B. fun C. put D. unhappy

2. A. mind B. bike C. tradition D. tidy

3. A. my B. happy C. hobby D. factory

4.A. health B. team C. tea D. beach

5.A. listened B. opened C. wanted D. lived

Question II. Find the word which has different stress pattern from the others.

1.A. affect B. father C. teacher D. picture

2. A. prefer B. enjoy C. mother D. affect

3.A. affect B. happen C. pollution D. fancy

4.A. pollution B. picture C. village D. factory

5.A. illustrate B. believe C. affect D. village

Question III. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form.

1.If we (recycle) ________ more, we will help the Earth.

2. Factories (not dump) ______________waste into rivers if the government fines them

heavily.

3. If people travel to work by bus, there (be) ______________fewer car fumes.

4. We (save) ________________thousands of trees if we don’t waste paper.



5. If we use water carefully, more people (have) ______________fresh water.

6. If the factory ( continue) ________________ dumping poison into the lake, all the fish

and other aquatic animals will die.

7.If we recycle more, we (help) ________________ the Earth.

8. If people (travel)________________to work by bus, there will be fewer car fumes.

9. We will save thousands of trees if we (not waste)_______________ paper.

10. Factories won’t dump waste into rivers if the government ( fine) _______________

them heavily.

Question IV Read the passage and answer the questions.

Visual pollution has a greater effect on people than you may think. I remember when I went

to a big city, I was really scared because so much graffiti on the buildings' wall. Then I

looked up, and I saw a lot of power lines over my head. Although they were not dangerous,

I still felt unsafe since I thought they might fall down. These things prevented me from

enjoying the beautiful sights of the city.

I also remember the time when I was a student at a university. Once I was so busy with my

assignments that I did not tidy my room for two weeks. Looking at the messy room caused

me so much stress that I did not want to study. Then I decided to clean the room and put my

thing in their proper places. I also bought a small plants and placed it in a corner of the

room. These simple actions increased my motivation and helped me to focus on my

learning.

Questions.

1.How did the author feel when she saw the power lines?

………………………………………………………………………………………………

2.Why did she have that feeling?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………



3. What was she busy with?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. What happened when she looked the messy room?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What did she do for her room?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Question V. Combine each pair of sentences to form a conditional sentence, using “if”

Type 2.

1.The factory is located near our village. There is air pollution and noise pollution.

___________________________________________________________________

2. The local people have to use water from the polluted river. They don’t have fresh water.

___________________________________________________________________

3. Trees and grasses cannot grow here. The soil is badly polluted.

___________________________________________________________________

4. Mr Quang works in a noisy environment. His hearing becomes worse.

___________________________________________________________________

ĐỀ SỐ 3

Question I. Find the word which has different stress pattern from the others.

1. A. artistic B. historic C. dramatic D. scientific

2. A. medical B. national C. chemical D. historical

3.A. athletic B. dramatic C. scientific D. heroic



4.A. medical B. hospital C. politic D. electric

5.A. chemical B. physical C. environmental D. medical

Question II. Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D to complete each sentence.

1. A person who …………..the bagpipes is call a piper

A. plays B. playing C. play D. played

2. Don’t drink that water. It’s ………………..

A. damage B. dumped C. contaminated D. destroyed

3. If this factory continues ……………poison into the lake. All the fish will die.

A. pouring B. dumping C. pumping D. sacking

4. I often drink coffee, but today I ……………..tea.

A. am drinking B. drinks C. drank D. drink

5. All our English teachers are ……………. Speaker.

A. native B. nation C. original D. foreign

6. Typhoon are severe tropical storms. They sometimes happen in my ………………

A. stay B. home C. house D. hometown

7. Singapore í famous for its …………………and green trees.

A. cleanliness B. cleanly C. cleaning D. clean

8. Water ________________ in the lake has made the fish die.

A. pollution B. pollute C. polluted D. polluting

9. It’s difficult to ……………… what the planet Earth will be like in 100 years’ time.

A. imagine B. expect C. remember D. see



10. If the air wasn’t dirty, I ________________ so much.

A. wouldn’t sneeze B. sneeze C. would sneeze D. to sneeze

11. While she was dancing, the princess . . . . . a witch.

A. was seeing B. saw C. see D. is seeing

12. The government is sending . . . . . to the flood victims.

A. touch B. aid C. accommodation D. provision

Question III. Give the correct form of the words given to complete the sentences.

1.The _________ of lakes, rivers, oceans or underwater water pollution. CONTAMINATE

2. The street doesn’t look_____________ because it has a lot of rubbish. ATTRACT

3. The music club made so much noise that the______ complained to its owner. REDIDE

4. Are all types of pollution__________ to the health of humans and animals? HARM

5. The_____________ are concerned about the oil spills in East Sea. ENVIROMENT

Question IV. Read the following passage and choose the most suitable answer to fill in

each blank.

Rivers are one of the world’s most important natural ………….……. (1). Many cities

are on large rivers, and almost every country has at least one river that ………………….....

(2) an important part in the lives of its people.

Besides transportation, rivers …………..… (3)food, water for crops, water to drink, and

opportunities for recreation for people who live along their ……….. (4) . And ……….(5)

get water for crops, engineers sometimes………….…...(6) a dam across a river and let the

water ………………(7) a lake behind the dam. Then people use their water not only to

irrigate fields …….…(8) to make electricity for home and industries.



However, the water often becomes polluted when cities on river banks ………. (9) in size

and the number of industries increases. We are learning that …………(10) necessary to

keep rivers clean if we want to enjoy the benefits of the natural resources.

1. A. resources B. goods C. possessions D. materials

2. A. makes B. plays C. does D. comes

3. A. give B. send C. get D. provide

4. A. bodies B. sides C. banks D. wings

5. A. in order that B. so as C. in order to D. so that

6. A. set B. build C. make D. erect

7. A. become B. becoming C. became D. to become

8. A. but as well B. and C. as well as D. but also

9. A. get B. become C. plant D. grow

10. A. it was B. it is C. there was D. there is

Question V.Combine each pair of sentences to make a conditional sentence type 2.

(Kết hợp mỗi cặp câu sau để tạo thành câu điều kiện loại 2)

1.The factory is located near our village. There is air pollution and noise pollution.

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………

2.The local people have to use water from the polluted river.They don’t have fresh water.

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………

3.Trees and glasses can not grow here.The soil is badly polluted.

If

……………………………………………………………………………………………….



4.Mr.Quang works in a noisy environment.His hearing becomes worse.

If

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

5.There is serious water pollution.The factory does not treat its waste well.

If

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

ĐỀ SỐ 4

Question I. Find the word which has different stress pattern from the others.

1. A. athletic B. historic C. dramatic D. scientific

2. A. medical B. national C. chemical D. informal

3.A. athletic B. dramatic C. scientific D. heroic

4.A. medical B. hospital C. politic D. electric

5.A. dramatic B. physical C. environmental D. medical

Question II. Choose the best answer. (A,B, C or D)

40. Many people are wearing masks _______ the exhaust smoke from all means of

transportation.

A. because B. due for C. because of D. as

2. Dustbins have been placed in various places to make people _______ littering.

A. stop B. to stop C. stopping D. stopped

3. A new filtration system has been installed to treat the waste, _______ the lake is no

longer polluted.

A. So B. however C. because D. as



4. Looking at the messy room caused me _______ stressed.

A. feel B. to feel C. felt D. felling

5. Dumping too many clothes or school things on the floor can _______ in visual pollution.

A. lead B. make C. cause D. result

6. Water pollution can put negative _________ on our health.

A. contamination B. affects C. effects D. problems

7. A: How can light pollution _________ animals?

B: It can make animals change their behavior patterns

A. cause B. make C. affect D. lead

8. ________ pollution can directly cause hearing loss.

A. Noise B. Visual C. Thermal D. Soil

9. A lot of waste from hotels and factories is ________ into the lakes.

A. contaminated B. dumped C. affected D. polluted

10. ________ are things that make the air, water, and soil unclean or contaminated.

A. Radiation B. Losses C. Pollution D. Pollutants

11. Any factories breaking the rules will be heavily _________ .

A. canceled B. prevented C. fined D. protected

12. Some aquatic creatures find it difficult to __________ in high temperature.

A. change B. renew C. reproduce D. expose

13. To protect the environment, we should use more _________ sources of energy such as

wind and solar power.



A. renewable B. reused C. recycled D. reproduced

14. In the environment class, we __________ up with some good ideas to save water.

A. did B. made C. got D. came

15. According to scientists, exhaust fumes are _________ our hometown.

A. treating B. poisoning C. radiating D. measuring

Question III. Give the correct form of the words given to complete the sentences.

6. Dumping ___________waste into the lakes and rivers has caused INDUSTRY

Serious water pollution.

7. Many people in this area have cholera because they drink _________water. TREAT

8.Examples of primary________________are exhaust fumes from cars, POLLUTE

soot from smoke and ash from volcanic eruption.

9. If we use water____________ , more people will have fresh water. CARE

10. The polluted water results in the _________of many aquatic animals and plants. DIE

Question IV. Read the text and choose the best answer.

THE GREATEST HANSHIN EARTHQUAKE

The Great Hashin earthquake, or the Kobe earthquake as it is more commonly known

overseas, was an earthquake in Japan that measured 7.3 on the Japan Meteorological

Agency magnitude scale. It occurred on January 17th, 1995 at 5:46 a.m in the southern part

of Hyogo Perfecture, and lasted for approximately 20 seconds. The epicentre of the

earthquake was on the northern end of Awaji Island near Kobe, a cosmopolitan city of over

1.5 million people. A total of 6434 people, mainly in the city of Kobe, lost their lives.

Additionally, it causes approximately ten trillion yen in damage. It was the worst earthquake

in Japan since the Great Kanto earthquake in 1923, which claimed 140000 lives.

The word “oversea” in the text is closest in meaning to ____________



Aboard B. at sea C. by sea

The word “occurred” in the text is closest in meaning to _______________

Ended B. happened C. started

It is stated in the passage that the number of deaths in the city of Kobe _______________

Was greater than that of the Great Kanto earthquake.

Was not as high as in the Great Kanto earthquake.

Exceeded that of any known earthquake

The norther end of Awaji island was the place where _______________

The effects of the earthquake were felt most strongly.

There was no damage to people and property.

1.5 million people lost their lives.

We understand from the passage that the Kobe earthquake __________________

Is internationally known as the Great Hanshin earthquake

Didn’t cause any damage in the neighbourhood of Kobe.

Is not the deadliest earthquake in the history of Kobe.

ĐỀ SỐ 5

Question I. Find the word which has different stress pattern from the others.

1.A. affect B. father C. pollution D. believe

2. A. prefer B. enjoy C. dramatic D. affect

3.A. factory B. happen C. pollution D. poison

4.A. believe B. picture C. village D. factory

5.A. illustrate B. believe C. affect D. village

Question II. Choose the best answer. (A,B, C or D)

1. If I __________ you, I __________ try to save water.

A. am/ would B. am/ will C. am/ would D. were/ would

2. Water pollution has __________ many diseases for plants, animals and especially people.



A. led B. made C. caused D. done

3. Polluted air in the city made Bob __________ ill.

A. become B. became C. to become D. becoming

4. If tourists __________ rubbish in the river, the water would be cleaner now.

A. Don’t throw B. threw C. throw D didn’t throw

5. Acid rain can lead ___________ atmospheric pollution.

A. of B. to C. in D. from

6. __________ the soil is too dry, many kinds of trees can&#39;t grow here.

A. Owing to B. Due to C. Since D. because of

7. Holes in ozone layer can _________ in skin cancer.

A. lead B. result C. cause D. make

8. People _______ suffer from noise pollution if they _______ an airport in this area.

A. will/ build B. will/ built C. won’t/ built D wouldn’t/ build

9. If we _______ all waste more carefully, dangerous chemicals _________ get into our

water supply.

A. treated/ would B. treat/ would C. treated/ won’t D. treat/ won’t

10. If we recycle more , we ________________ the Earth.

A. help B. would help C. helping D. will help

Question III. Read the passage and do the tasks that follow

Alaska is perhaps the most amazing state in the USA. It has coastlines facing both the

Arctic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. This state has an incredible three million lakes. That’s

four lakes per person living there.



Many cities in Alaska cannot be reached by road, sea, or river. The only way to get in and

out is by air, on foot, or by dogsled. That’s why Alaska has the busiest sea airport in the

world, Lake Hood Seaplane Base. Nearly two hundred float planes take off and land on the

water of this airport every day. It is a really fun scene to watch.

Alaska is called the land of Midnight Sun because in summer, the sun does not set for nearly

three months. But in winter the sun stays almost unseen. All Alaskans take special pride in

their beautiful and unique state.

1. Alaska ___________.

A. is another name for the USA

B. is an island in the Pacific Ocean

C. has coastlines facing both the Arctic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean

2. Which statement below is NOT CORRECT?

A. In Alaska, the number of lakes is bigger than that of people.

B. There is one lake for each person living there.

C. Alaska has an incredibly high number of lakes.

3.Which method below can always be used to reach a place in Alaska?

A. by air B. by road C. by river

4. In Alaska we can always see the sun ___________.

A. in winter B. in summer C. every month of the year

Question IV.Combine each pair of sentences to make a conditional sentence type 1.

(Kết hợp mỗi cặp câu sau để tạo thành câu điều kiện loại 1)

1.Students are more aware of protecting the environment. Teachers teach environmental

issues at school.



If ……………………………………………………………………………………………

2.Light pollution happens. Animals change their behaviour patterns.

If

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

3.The levels of radioactive polluion decrease.We switch from nuclear power to renewable

energy sources.

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………

4.The water temperature increases.Some aquatic creatures are unable to reproduces.

If…………………………………………………………………………………….................

.

5.People get more diseases.The water is contaminated.

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………


